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The evolution of the model helicopter has helped this hobby/sport to grow steadily over the past few

years. Better engineering, materials, and production have made them more precise, they stay set up

longer, and have outstanding flight performance. In addition, more radios have been designed

specifically for model helicopters, giving them the capability to make precise adjustments from the

transmitter rather than making mechanical changes in the machine itself. Just as a helicopter is

more difficult to learn to fly than an airplane, it is more critical as you build it. A poorly built ship will

not fly.. Sloppy radio installations with binding linkages, unbalanced main and tail rotors,

over-the-hill engines...all are completely unacceptable if you expect the machine to fly at all.If you

are ready for a new challenge, and willing to spend the time to build a clean, precise helicopter, this

book will help you with the many fine details necessary to make your building accurate, and your

flying enjoyable.
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The evolution of the model helicopter has helped this hobby/sport to grow steadily over the past few

years. Better engineering, materials, and production have made them more precise, they stay set up

longer, and have outstanding flight performance. In addition, more radios have been designed

specifically for model helicopters, giving them the capability to make precise adjustments from the

transmitter rather than making mechanical changes in the machine itself. Just as a helicopter is

more difficult to learn to fly than an airplane, it is more critical as you build it. A poorly built ship will

not fly.. Sloppy radio installations with binding linkages, unbalanced main and tail rotors,

over-the-hill engines...all are completely unacceptable if you expect the machine to fly at all.If you

are ready for a new challenge, and willing to spend the time to build a clean, precise helicopter, this



book will help you with the many fine details necessary to make your building accurate, and your

flying enjoyable.

Great book. Expensive shipping.
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